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New stops
for Topper
Transit
Baker Street, Western Place
among additions
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
The wheels on the bus will soon go round and
round from Baker Street to Western Place. And
from The Brewing Company to Chestnut Street.
The wheels on the bus will go from Good Tymes 2
to Lampkin Place, all night long.
Or at least from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m.
Beginning Dec. 2, the Topper Transit shuttle system will begin a pilot program during the Friday
and Saturday night late run. The new program will
boast more stops at local bars and apartment complexes.
.
At 10 p.m., a shuttle will run from Ray's
Banquet Hall, The Brewing
Company, Baker Street, Good
2,
Tymes 2 and Great Escape movie On
theater. Next, the shuttle will the shuttle
drop off passengers as needed on
campus, at the Gables, Stone- system
henge/Lampkin Place, Western
begin the
Place, Lost Woods and the
Chestnut Street lot.
pro~m
"We worked with students on
picking places where it would be
most used if we put a pick-up
there," Student Government
Saturday
Association president Jamie
Sears said. ''We used some frelate runs.
quent stops from Provide-ARide."
The late-night run of Topper Transit has suffered
since its inception this semester. Only about two
people per weekend have been using the service,
said Angie Jackson of Facilities Management.
The new Topper Transit pilot route was designed
by Facilities Management Director Doug Ault,
Jackson and Sears to boost ridership on the poorly
utilized night-shuttle system.
'Tm hoping that maybe we will attract some
students to use our transit system that don't normally use it," Ault said. 'That will build more of a
market for transportation services. We think if we
can increase the use of transportation services that it
could help alleviate some of the parking problems."

photo by Colleen Carroll
Bowllng Green Junior Logan Felts, or "Cherry Virginia," of Farmhouse fraternity, adjusts his evening gown before participating in the Miss-ter Western Pageant. "This itches, but I feel pretty today," Felts said..
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SEE TRANSIT PA&£ 2

: Men's'basketball

Tops to face
different 'Cats,
same stakes

Miss-ter Western?
Pageant benefits children with diabetes

Fielder Williams Strain/Herald
Felts and Alvaton junior Amanda Brewner, of Ceres, help
Hopkinsville sophomore K. J. Bryant into a bra for the Miss-ter
Western Pageant.

BY ADRIANE HARDIN

Herald reporter
Ten men put their masculinity on the backbumer
Monday night-ti> help children with diabetes.
They paradtd acress the Van Meter auditorium
stage in dresses and makeup, each hoping to be
named winner of the Miss-ter Western pageant, a
drag show sponsored by Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.
"It's something that's for fun," said Erlanger
junior Krissy Dahl, president-elect of AGD. "It's not
your typical pageant."
About $l,OOO was raised for the AGD foundation
for children's diabetes.
Lexington sophomore Justin Bowen was named
Miss-ter Western. Bowen represented Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity and was sponsored by Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority.
The pageant has been an AGD tradition for six
years.
Dahl said the pageant raised a good amount of
money this year and is a fun tradition.
"This is something you' re able to come do and just
laugh," she said.
Other winners were Andrew Breese, a junior from
Inverness, Fla., and Jayah Kawa, a junior from
Madison, Tenn. Breese is a member of Kappa Sigma
fraternity. Kawa is a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity.
Reach Adriane Hardin at news@wkuherald.com.

''It's amazing to see ihe science behind what happened " - .Clay Ellis

Engineer dissects Trade Center collapse

BY KYLE HIGHTOWER

Herald reporter

BY JAY LIVELY

Herald reporter

If something feels familiar as Western prepares to open its basketball season Saturday, it's
probably no coincidence.
For the second straight year, Western will
open its season
on the road
Countdown
against a Wildcats team in a
to TIP,•Off
,-. .
,,
game that, if it
were to win,
would garner
WHEN:
3 p.m., Saturday
the Hilltopper
WHERE: Tucson, Ariz.
program
the
TV:
WKYU
kind of spotlight and momentum that could last an entire season.
Last season, Western sent a ripple through the
college basketball world by beating the No. 4
Kentucky Wildcats on their home floor, 64-52.
Saturday, they will again face the Wildcats,
this time of the Arizona variety. And though
declawing the Wildcats of the Bluegrass was an
impressive feat, doing it against the southwestern Cats might, in college hoops terms, teeter on
the divine.

When Gene Corley was an engineering student, he never
imagined he would lead an investigation into the collapse of
two of the world's tallest buildings.
But after Sept. 11, there he was.
Corley's visit to the Hill last night brought together primarily faculty and students from Western's civil engineering department. For many, it only strengthened their resolve to one day
make a difference like Corley did after the worst terrorist attack
in U.S. history.
Beaver Dam senior Clay Ellis said the presentation reaffirmed the work he's been doing the past four years.
"We've been looking forward to this for a long time," Ellis
said. "It's amazing to see the science behind what happened. It
helps us to understand how everything we've learned ties
together."
Before a half-filled DUC Theater, Corley traced the fate of
the twin towers from the moment the first airplane hit tower
two, to the collapse of the smaller buildings standing in the
shadows of smoke and debris.
Fragmented groups of Corley's investigation team were
there right away. Their investigation began before the towers
fell.
"We have to separate the emotion from the technical side and
take the positive from what we learned," Corley said.

SEE ToPS PAS £ 11
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A$150,000 gift

Religious diversity

On Tuesday:

To promote Autism research,
John and Linda Kelly gave Western
$150,000. Page 2.

The Hill sports people with
many different religions and beliefs. Page 7.

Check to see if the Hilltopper
football squad made it into the
I-AA playoffs.

Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald

Gene Corley, senior vice president of Construction Technology
Laboratories, spoke in DUC Theater about the World Trade Center's structural limits during the Sept. 11 attacks. "The main thing we've learned is
that we need to think ahead of what can happen," Corley said.

at

Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for an online
gallery of the best pictures taken
by Herald photographers.
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Weather watch
Today

562 382

Friday

412 ' 292

By the numbers
Saturday

Sunday

482 362

462 362

402 262
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Night shuttle
following newm~~~~~~!i~

TRANSIT:

Daily dig

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

~!fds better. And it's nonsense

Munfordville senior Chris not to use i~.
b 'th f'
.
"T spht a ca wi
1ve
Sheldon rides the sh~ttle twice
hen you can just hop
a day but has not ndd~n the peop e wree bus - it's non.
shuttle at night. He said the on the \ense not to use it.
~ew route _sounded
I'm optimistic that
hke a good idea..
't's going to work
"I . w~~ld nde,
~etter now."
defirutely, Sheldo_n
Jackson said pubsaid. "A bigger van- step in the
licity is important to
ety of places to ~o
the success of this
would be a big right direcsystem.
help."
"Our No. 1 thing
The current late
is we want to provide
night weekend shut•
_ Jamie Sears safe transportation
tie runs to a number
SGA President for our students on
of places, including
the
weekend,"
Pearce-Ford Tower,
Jackson said. "I think it's a
Baker Boys, the Valley, Great good service out there, and we
Escape and the Downtown just need to ~et s?me wor_d
Square. It delivers off-campus out. If nobody s gomg to ut1students to Chestnut Street and lize it, we don' t need to have
the Gables only. Sears said the it."
new route better caters to offStudents must present a
campus students by making valid Big Red ID card to ride
stops at other apartment com- Topper Transit. Gues_ts can
plexes.
also ride the shuttle, if they
"I hope to see a ground are riding with someone who
swell of support for this," has a Big Red ID.
Sears said. "I know we have
kind of struggled with Topper Reach Jessica Sasseen at
Transit. This is definitely a news@wkuherald.com.
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"This is def·
initely a

tion."
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AFFORDABLE AUTO SALES

Nina Greipel/Herald

r

.J,

Facilities M anagement employee Greg Fulks removes coal ash from one of the two coal fire stoker boilers
ins ide the Central Steam Plant on Western's campus. The plant uses gas and coal to produce steam for warm
water and heat. The recent warm weather hasn't changed much of the plant's daily operations. "We still have to
check on everything," Fulks said. "There are always at least t hree people here, 24/ 7 ."

Olearmg .

► Crime Be,ortl
Arrests
♦ Stephen Cole Glasscock,
Winchester, was charged Monday with driving under the influ.ence, possession of marijuana,
possession of drug paraphernalia
and possession of alcohol by a
minor. He was released Tuesday
from Warren County Regional
Jail on an unsecured bond.
♦ Mitch Eugene Costello,
Patrick Way, was charged Monday with possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia. He was released the

same day from Warren County
Regional Jail on a $1,000 unsecured bond.
♦
Raymond M. Vaughn,
Pearce-Ford
Tower,
was
charged Monday with possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia. He
was released the same day from
Warren County Regional Jail on
a $1,000 unsec.ured bond.

Reports
♦

Cheyenne Smith, Morgantown Road, reported Tuesday $235 cash stolen from his

wallet left in the Preston Health
and Activities Center men's
locker room.
♦ James Chalmers, art department, reported Monday $50
in damage to a door in the fine
arts center.
♦
Leo R. Simpson, management and information systems professor, reported Monday a cellular telephone stolen
from Grise Hall.
♦ Deborah M. Britt, auxiliary services account specialist,
reported a lock worth $5 broken
at the ID Center.

COLLAPSE: Valuable lessons learned
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Corley, senior vice president for
Construction Technology Laboratories and a graduate of the
University of Illinios, said more
than 15 buildings in the area sustained damage after the attacks.
Four collapsed.
Corley said he and members
of his team found the collapse of
the towers was not caused by the
initial force of the airliners or the
7,fXXJ gallons of fuel that burned
up in the first nine minutes. Both
towers could have survived that,
he said.
Instead, it was the burning
contents inside the buildings that
created the conditions that weakened both structures and led to
their demise.
Corley said testimony given
by survivors who escaped from
the towers was key to understanding how the buildings reacted after the initial impact.
"When the plane hit, people
didn't fall down," Corley said.
"Books didn't fall off shelves. It
was like a wave. First they felt
movement, a sway in the building.
''Then it stopped, and then
they felt it again. It went down
the building and came back up
until it finally stopped."
He said small changes in the
design of both buildings could
have saved some lives. Proper
placement of staircases and better
application of fire-proof materials were two things the twin towers lacked. Both can reduce the
risks in fire-related catastrophes.
Despite those lindings, Corley
and his team have not recommended any changes to existing

building codes - yet.
According to Corley, only
four to I6 people were able to
escape from the top floors of
tower two because of placement
of staircases in the skyscraper.
For Corley, Sept. 11 provided
valuable lessons.
"The main thing · we've
learned is that we need to think

ahead of what can happen,"
Corley said. ''We can design our
buildings to make it more probable for people to survive an
attack. But our resources should
be geared to stopping an attack."
Corley's visit was funded by
the William A. and Joyce Bell
Endowment for Excellence in
Civil Engineering.

►t11e&ir

Many nice vehicles under $4,000!

Clean, Quality
Pre-Owned
Vehicles
cell 791-11 51
2835 Louisville Road

Office 846-3325
Eric Wheeler, Owner

Bowling Green, KY 42101

♦ Due to a Herald error,
the radio station Revolution
91.7 was incorrectly identified in a page 8 article about
liveandlocal.org in the Nov.
14 edition.
♦
The College Heights
Herald corrects all confirmed
errors that are brought to
reporters' or editors' attention.
Please call 745-6011 or 7455044 to report a correction.

Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.

►New.Brief
A day to "butt out"

Try a 10-pc. order
for Just SS.99

The Great American Smokeout is today. Trade in at least a
half pack of cigarettes for a free
"cold turkey" sandwich..
Sandwiches are available at
the
following
locations
throughout the day:
DUC & Thompson Complex
10 a m. - 2 p.m.
In front of Rodes Harlin Hall
(the Valley) 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.
- Lindsay Sain/,ar

Getting
Experience
That

Nov. 21st Presenter:
Ms. Tess McKinlev

counts

"Back Bv Popular Demand"

with any pizza purchase

Serving West B.G. & WKU:

781-9494
2201 Stonehenge Ave.

•Co-ops
•Internships
•Experimental Education
Join us:
• November 21 , 2002 in
DUC 340 from 5 - 6 PM

South B.G. & Dine In:

781-6063

781-1000
3901 Scottsville Rd.
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$6.99
12 pack 12 oz cans

12 pack 12 oz cans

BUSCH
BUSCH.
-L·
J"lf"'l'U"T'_

-,,1,\,7,C,I.. ..l.~P,.tH

.

-HCIR

......•

$8.99

$7.99 12 Pack
Case
$14.99

18 pack 12 oz bottles

12 oz bottles

Jim Beam

ftimi~

$10.99 '
750 ml

$7.49
750 ml

Seagram's Gin

$7.99

$9.99

750 ml

750 ml

li:ttl
$15.99
,-

I'

$13.99

Bacardi Rum

$14.99

$12.99

12 oz bottles 12 pack 12 oz bottles 12 pac

We sell for less!

Henrik Edsenius/Herald
Linda Kelly of Bowling Green, the co-founder of the Kelly Autism Project whose daughter is autistic, talks to other parents of autistic children following the program
Wednesday.

Couple funds autism program
special instruction programs
department, said most programs for autism are aimed at
A $150,000 donation, annou- younger children.
nced yesterday.will launch a new
"The real plus of this program
program at Western to help is that there is no model like this
young adults with autism make one we're trying to attempt," he
the transition from school to the said. "It's looking at older indireal world.
viduals rather than children."
The three-year gift from
Cooke said the program is
Bowling Green residents John expected to begin next year and
and Linda Kelly will kick-start will allow autistic individuals the
the Kelly Autism Program. The chance to come to Western for
Kelly's 16-year-old daughter, educational, support and recreVictoria, was diagnosed with ·the ation activities aimed at helping
developmental disability that them make the transition from the
shows itself in the first three years classroom to the workplace.
of life.
Cooke said the program will
The Kelly family has had a involve the cooperation of
long relationship with Western several Western departments,
that began when Victoria was 18 Bowling Green school districts
months old. At that time, the and social service groups like
young girl began working with LifeSkills, which specialize in
special instruction professor dealing with mental health issues.
Frank Kersting at Westem's
Eventually, the program will
speech, literacy and learning dis- expand to include other age
orders clinic.
groups, Cooke said. Western
John Kelly said the new pro- recruited special instruction program will give people like his grams professor Michael Mayton
daughter a chance to live mean- to be the program director.
"We recruited him for this
ingful lives.
"At 21, they can't go to school project because of his backanymore," Kelly said. "Let's find ground in autism," Cooke said.
Mayton has worked with
things to do that they are good at
and that they enjoy and feel con- autistic children for seven years.
Mayton said the Kelly project
fident about."
The Kelly Autism Program is will be unique from other autism
a cooperative project between the programs because it will involve
College of Education and Behav- more than basic instruction. He
ioral Sciences and the College of said it will also provide programs
to encourage autistic individuals
Health and Human Services.
Stan Cooke, head of the to develop friendships, particiBY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter

pate in the community and find
interests that will help improve
their quality of life.
"It provides them with opportunities for choices that they may
not ordinarily have," he said. "It
provides them options and freedoms they may not ordinarily
have access to. It attempts to
address what makes us human
beings."
John Kelly said there is a
growing number of children
diagnosed with autism, and there
needs to be a program to help
them when they are older.
"(Western) has the capability
of allocating resources and
putting the manpower to make
this project a reality," Kelly said.
Cooke said the new program will also benefit students
involved with special education, recreational therapy and
communication disorders at
Western. Some of those students will serve as mentors.
"It will give students a great
clinical background with these ...
individuals," he said.
Tom Hiles, vice president for
Institutional Advancement, said
the Kelly's donation has helped
Western raise $83 million for its
capital campaign, just $7 million
short of its $90 million goal.
Western hopes to raise the
remaining money by June.

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald.com.

Insurance switch on table for vote
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
The Board of Regents will
vote tomorrow on whether to
authorize Western's switch to a
new third-party administrator for
the university's self-insurance
plan.
Westem's Benefits Committee
decided this month to switch from
Medical Benefits Administrators,
Inc. to Anthem, Blue Cross and
Blue Shield.
President Gary Ransdell said
contract negotiations are still in
progress, but the board must

authorize the switch tomorrow for
negotiations to continue.
"I presume that they would
provide that authorization,"
Ransdell said.
Faculty Regent Robert Dietle
said he doesn't see any reason
why he would not support a
switch in third-party administrators.
"It allows for some competition between providers of medical
service," Dietle said. "The health
benefits that will be provided to
faculty and staff are good."
Regent chair Lois Gray said

the change will work out well for
those who are insured:
Gray would not speculate on
whether the board would give
authorization to continue negotiations.
The board will also vote on a
recommendation tomorrow regarding Ransdell's contract.
The recommendation was
unavailable yesterday because H
is still being prepared by a group
of regents.

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald.com.

Be sure that your meal plan is ready
to use when you arrive back on
campus.

Sign up now!
Look at all of these options ...
19 Meals
14 Meals
Plus $250 Meal Plan Dollars
10 Meals
Plus $150 Meal Plan Dollars
7 Meals
Plus $100 Meal Plan Dollars
15 Unlimited Meals
11 Unlimited Meals

It is so convenient to have a Meal Planf
You have a wide variety of choices ... Topper Cafe's all you can eat, the national
brands in DUG Food Court, two Subway locations, the Garrett Food Court!

1939 Scottsville Road • Bowling Green
842-0123

When you add Meal Plan Dollars your options are even greater ... Starbucks
coffee, gourmet yogurt and ice cream, toothpaste and laundry detergent from
the convenience store, and you'll have to come hang out in our Java City
coffeehouse, located inside the Helm Library.
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OPINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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Editor Caroline Lynch:
edltor@wkuherald.com
News editor Rex Hall Jr.:
news@wkuherald.com
0 inion editor Brandy Warl't!n:
'P
hera/d@wkuherald.com
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Commentary

Bush needs to get his
priorities straight

15 15 (r()/N (:r 1i.
~p~n,t\N

IJI/CrHT

the Security Couo.cil ?n ~e
Nobody likes a1bully, the u.s.-Iraq resolution, 1t WIii
guy that pushes you around_ at likely do the same to Iraq.
( ,,~
,""
school just because he's bigAs it should not.
'
ger - just because he can. .
Americans have been bo~,. , , As' if the flexing of his barded with images of their
muscles and a quick flash of
president warning of weapons
his temper will cause_ those
f mass destruction and a teraround him to cower m fear
~or network that incl~des Iraq
and hand over their milk
and Hussem.
'money without a secAll those words.
qnd t,hought.
And no proof.
As fun as it may be
No proof viat
to be known as the
Iraq ever had anymost powerful force
thing to do with the
. on the playground, no
catastrophe
of Sept.
· one wants to be
11. No proof of a
-remembered as the
terror network in
one who picked fights
Iraq
or weapons of
just to see what
Editorial
Rex
Hall
fr.
mass
destruction
~
\vould happen.
being used by the
dictatorship.
Just words.
It is worth noting that if
in full swing and the country
Iraq and Hussein do possess
1
' • 1
Y· 'i 1mtf;:,:n~::s~n~fs;:~;i~1 weapons that can ~ill an entire
generation, countries close to
Iraq's borders are at risk, most
jt'r '
~:i~:~~:e;~~
further
- for the good of our notably, Israel, a country that
country and those surround- has proven in the past to be a
' ing the mighty empire of Iraq. faithful and formidable ally to
Emphasis on "mighty" the United States.
ohn Hardin says it's with search committees to dis- to schools who produce large
here.
But the move by America
the Ii ttle things that cuss ways to attract minori- numbers of minority doctorBush is planning to flex to strike against Iraq is prematies. He ~.aid he wants to widen ates. Encourage them to apply
make a difference.
some muscle on the matter. ture. It is a move that is less
Since Oct. 1, he's the pool2,of candidates. He's for positions at Western.
Iraq and its leader, Saddam about liberty and freedom
Western should provide
been making a slow but strate- also beeo working with the
Hussein, have ducked U.N. than about a son finishing
gic transition into his new Equal Opportunities office and you, Hardin, full financial
weapons inspectors repeatedwhat his father could not.
position as assistant to the Student Affairs to discuss backing to help you achieve
ly, caus-ing many• to question
When George H.W. Bush
these
goals.
provost
for
Diversity ways to make Western more
what exactly he and his coun♦
Western
should
begin
stopped
short of Baghdad in
diverse.
Enhancement.
terparts have to hide.
the early 90s, he allowed
Hardin's also pushing for a conducting exit interviews.
His goals are simply stated
Maybe several weapons of
diversity Right now the university has
Hussein the opportunity to
but hard to achieve. He wants university-wide
mass destruction.
keep breathing and plotting. It
to use diversity to make assessment He wants to know no way to determine why facMaybe nothing.
what it's like for minorities on ulty leave Western. If there
Western a stronger university.
Bush insists that the was Bush and former presiare problems, they should be
That means bringing in campus.
,•i,:.i,.impending war against Iraq is dent Ronald Reagan who were
He's taking small steps that identified. Jf ~Jllp,l oyees ,,a~¢_,
more minority faculty memat the helm during the Iran1
leaving for jobs ' at ·Bigger ·ohnJfami:~edv~::,:',;,":.:::!tm,p),y~ an. _.e~tension of the Iraq conflict in the 1980s.
bers and more minority stu- could lead to huge changes.
Jh
·
~tr.s:"'btd to nd the world of
We have a few other sug- universities, Western needs
dents.
~ve . "sugg~~t}.on,&,,-,, ,ajw,J#, ·' terrol'isf's"ltta those who sup- During the long, arduous
to know.
d1vers1ty, let him know.
t th
It's a job that is critical for gestions for him:
ordeal, the U.S. supplied Iraq
Hardin has one problem,
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Tops and Bottoms ■■■
Congrats to the cast of "A Chorus
ne." It was a great production with a
w of sold out shows.

, ~

ceirnoE HEIGHTs HERALD

:i:~·

Boo to Papa John's. The company was
students' choice to get the Big Red Card
contract, they couldn't bring the goods to
the table.

Kudos to Phi Beta 'Paydirt for qualing for the national flag football tourament in New Orleans. Just don't have
oo much fun in the Big Eas~J

Boo to the tire alarm and low turnout during during last week's safety forum.

We're glad the Nash Iawsliit has been
ttled. We can finally move on to other
ues.

Crime is bad. There's been way too much
happening this semester. We all have to live
here. Let's keep it tolerable.
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Student organizatioil's collect 12 bags of campus trash
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
Bags in hand, they gathered at Cherry Hall at 3:30
p.m. Tuesday and combed the campus. They were on a
mission to find one thing - trash.
Forty people representing four organizations Student Government Association and Kappa Delta,
Alpha Omicron Pi and Chi Omega sororities- volunteered Tuesday afternoon to participate in a campuswide clean-up. The event, sponsored every semester by
SGA, is open to all students.
Nick Todd, chair of SGA's Campus Improvements
Committee, organized this semester's clean-up.
"Our main goal for ·th~ campus clean-up is to get
organizations involved aild get them out on campus and
actually having students do things on campus, not just
having to rely just on facilities management and the university," Todd said. "It's a good motivation for students
to actually help out in cleaning up campus."
Thirty-five of the 40 participants were members of
KD. Todd said only about 15 SGA members were present, some of which are KD members.
Louisville freshman Sara Peak is a member of both
KD and SGA. She said she found the volunteer work to
be beneficial.

"It's everybody's campus, and so it's everybody's job
to keep it clean," P-eak said.
Todd Was surprised where the majority of trash was
picked up.
.
•
"The area arou~d Cherry Hall and the sidewalks and
surrounding buil~iQgs, the high traveled entrances, they
were dirtier than the south end of campus," Todd said.
The ~sh-P,icking P!lirs gathered at the Downing
University Center" an hour later, still grasping their bags
of loot. All 12 bags used for the clean-up came back full.
The participants were amazed with what they had found.
"At the end, one person found a love letter, and one
person foun'd a g9lf ball," Todd said. "Some of the girls
really got 1(kick out.of reading that love letter."
. The trash content surpfised Peak.
"There -'were inosdy dgarette butts we picked up in
between cracks in the sidewalks," she said. "But most of
the trash seemed ,to come from the construction sites."
Todd was encourage,d by the large number of volunteers. .
..
,
.
.
"From w,hat I k,llow, we haven't had a very good
turnout in the past.':'.fodd said. "From what I hear, this is
'one of the best tumo'uts tha{ we've had in a long while."

Patricia Hess/Herald
Nlcholasvllle Junior Tyler Wlllls gathers trash under Hardin Planetarium
Tuesday afternoon as part of Kappa Delta's SGA campus cleanup.

Reach Jessica Sasseen at news@wkuherald.com.

Parking

STUDY ABROAD -FAIR

HAF revises plan, Egypt to expand

.......... . ~ t.

BY JOSEPH LORD

Come Learn how to'
. .... · ·"Go Global with Your Student Career.'? .

Herald reporter
The parking plan for Hilltopper Athletics Foundation
members during men's home
basketball games this year has
been revised after athletics, academic and parking officials held
meetings last week.
The revision will open Mimosa lot for general use when
men's home basketball games are
played, said Gene Tice, vice president for Student Affairs and
Campus Services. When the plan
was released last month, Mimosa
lot had been reserved for HAF
members on game nights.
Tice said representatives from
the business and education colleges were also assured parking
spots would be available for faculty teaching night classes in
Grise llJ}d Tate Page halls.

WKU faculty from various departments, and excpange
program leaders will provide information on exciting
study abroad opportunities for ~D students:
Refreshments provided, room 340

NOVE·MBER 22
10am - 3pm
DUC 3rd Floor
,.,
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Robert Jefferson, dean of
Gordon Ford College of Business, said he will focus on communicating the parking plan to
faculty and students attending
night classes throug letter or email next semester.
Night class faculty and HAF
members will be treated the same
for the preferred parking spaces
on those game nights, Tice said.
The spots will be available on a
first come, first serve basis.
Athletics Director Wood Selig
said faculty were allotted,spots in
the original plan.
1
The Parking and Traqsportation Committee, with input
from athletics officials, set aside
spots last month for HAF members in Tate Page, Grise and
Mimosa lots, among others, for
men's home basketball games
this season.
Those three lots are usually

used by night class students.
Selig said Mimosa lot was
undemsed by HAF members during the Nov. 9 men's basketball
exhibition game against the Harlem Globetrotters.
''We weren't thrilled to give
up any spaces, but due to the
demands of the whole university
community, we made the recommended changes," HAF executive director Jim Clark said.
Tice said any HAF member
who cannot park in Grise or Tate
Page lots will be diverted to
Egypt or the gravel SKyPAC lots.
'That's not what they would
like, but that's their compromise," Tice said.
An expansion of Egypt lot
may add about 370 new spots by
the beginning of next semester,
Tice said.

Reach Joseph Lorri at
news@wkuherald.com.
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HO,' Ho, Hold On!!
Check·Out-the deals at DUC!
j

,,.,

•

2nd Annual WKU Arts & Crafts Fair
Sponsored _By Downing University Center

Friday, November 22, 2002
3rd Floor Mezzanine
9:00 a.m. --6:00 p.m.
FOR INFORMATION CALL

~

))

•·

-745-5793

You can shop for the following items, from 35+
vendors: herbal products, painted wooden items, sewn
items, plastic canvas, Avon, scrap booking
supplies, embroidery items, hand painted items,
snowmen, ornaments, baked goods, ceramics, jewelry,
note cards, handmade soap, one stroke painting on
wood/glass, crocheted items, Beauty Control, Mary
Kay, wood crafts, gift baskets, fused glass, purses,
pillows, pins, baby blankets, and much, much more.

,. '.

,I

FREE pictures with Santa Claus
FREE face painting from 4:00 p.m... 6:00 p.m.'
Door Prizes will be drawn about every 30 minutes
*you do not have to be present to win

'

'·

Refreshments will be served.

1

DUC is a member of the division
of Student Affairs & Campus Services.
'.
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Insurance

cBe part of tradition t/iis <Iriank§Bi-ving. · ·

Enrollment begins Monday
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
Employees who choose not
to enroll in Western's insurance
program next week will be
automatically enrolled into a
new coverage option offered by
Anthem, Blue Cross and Blue
Shield, according to Western
benefits Manager Mari Beth
McBride.
Employees will have the
opportunity to enroll into one of
three plans offered by Anthem,
which was tagged recently as
the university's new third-party
administrator for faculty and
staff health insurance.
McBride said the new Blue
Access Low and High insurance plans have comparable copay and deductible rates to the
those offered by Medical
Benefits Administrators, Inc.,
Western's former third-party
administrator.
But employees will also
have the option of choosing a
new plan Blue Access
Economy - which has a lower
premium rate than the other
plans offered by the company.
Employees who choose not
to enroll in either three of the
plans, will be automatically
enrolled into the economy plan.

As
Anthem
members,
employees will receive various
discounts and will have access
to the company's Web site
where they can order prescriptions and look up medical care
providers that are in-network.
McBride said faculty and
staff have responded positively
to the new third-party administrator and the new plans
Anthem offers.
"People have been pleased
with the switch to Anthem," she
said. "The reason seems to be
the national coverage and the
security of being with a nationally known company."
Employees who attended
educational sessions this week
about the new coverage options
showed mixed feelings about
the plans.
English professor Ron
Eckard said the single-coverage
plan offered by the company is
similar to the one he has now
with MedBen. He said the
national network provided by
Artthem will offer more options
for medical care.
But Cassie Zippay, an adult
education
specialist
for
Veterans Upward Bound, found
out that her 24-year-old daughter, a graduate student at

Western, would not be covered
under the plans offered by
Anthem.
Under MedBen, her daughter was insured until she was
25. Zippay had already made
plans to cover her daughter. She
said she was upset that her
daughter had to make alternative plans at the last minute.
"We just have very little
information," Zippay said. "If I
had not attended this meeting, I
still would have not known."
Faculty and staff can enroll
for next year's insurance plan at
Western's benefits fair Monday
through Wednesday.

.Join 1,1/J(V <Dining Services[or our
)Zlnnua[ <Ifiank§giving <Dinner
cropper Cafe
!Jvf.ond'ay, :J.(ovem6er 25
4:30 pm to 7:30 pm
<Dinner ;Jvl.enu
Caroea (J?pastea'I'urkfy
Caroea:H'oney (]?pasted':H'am
:H'omestyfe Com6reaa<Dressing
Creamy :M.asfiea/Potatoes eZ <;;i6[et qra·oy
<J.reen <Bean Casserofe

~arcfen '1/eg eta6(es
<Buttery ':I
sweet Com
s weet (peas
sweet canaiea<Yams
Cran6erry Sauce
.
,
®tmpfun <Pie witfi 11f)/i1ppecf Cream

1 mea{swipe, $ 7. 7 5 cas/i
5 6 ;,1 retf tfo{(ars
$7.25 cfining cfo{[ars, $ 6. 7
to

In the spirit of giving,
we ask that you bring a canne d good to
donate to a local charity.

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald.com.

All canned goods will be give n to a less
·ly in the hopes
.. tha t t hey too
fortunate fam1 ,
will have a Happy Thanksg iving .

Stude,t organizations

Chess club back on board
BY RYAN McBRIDE

Herald reporter
After five weeks of meetings, Western's new chess club
has only eight members, but
coordinator Matt Osborne said
they're making first moves.
"I'm going to be here until
the very end," the Greenville
freshman said. He wants the
club to get back to its roots,
when Western was a familiar
name in chess.
In December 1997, Western
hosted the Pan American Chess
Championships, a four-day
event that attracted players
from North and South America
to the University Plaza Hotel.
It was organized by Chris
Dillingham, who was president
of Western's Chess Club at the
time.
"The Pan-American Intercollegiate is known as the
World Series of college chess,
like the big tournament for
chess players, for college chess
players, anyway," Dillingham
said.
But Dillingham, now a husband and father of three, lost
touch with Western's chess club
after that semester. He was no
longer a student and could no
longer be president.
The club disappeared in
2000, but about the same time,
assistant professor of English
Dale Rigby arrived on the Hill.
A chess club member since
he was 12 years old, Rigby
decided to place an advertisement challenging some student
to organize a club at Western.
Osborne was an obvious
choice.
"About recruiting Matt,"

Rigby said in an e-mail, "I didn't even have to. He organized
in high school and was a gift
from Caissa '(the Greek god of
chess) plopped into my lap."
Eric Adams, busy with term
papers and the Campus Crusade
for Christ, managed to make his
first meeting Thursday.
"I never played until
high school," the Berea
junior said. "Once I
sat down and actually learned it, and
how in-depth the
game is, it's really
probably the best
game ever, just how
intricate everything is."
Rigby said that sex-segregated chess matches are starting to change across the board.
There are three women in
Western's club. During the
meeting, Katie Chappius, a
senior from Vineland, N.J.,
joined
three others
in
Bughouse, a variation of chess
where four can play.
"I used to play chess in high
school, but I was just learning
then," Chappius said. "I really
like to play."
Still, some people have
doubts that the chess club can
make it.
Radcliff senior Stephanie
Ferner s~id she doesn't think it
will grow any time soon.
"I think a lot of people have
an impression ot the chess club
as being just a bunch of dorks
sitting around playing chess,"
Ferner said. "... Right now I
don't think that there are too
many people that go to Western
that are interested in it."
Former president Dilling-

ham, too, has doubts.
"There aren't that many
people who are seriously interested in chess here (Bowling
Green)," Dillingham said.
But Osborne and Rigby
have their own strategy.
Osborne already has a mascot, the Knight, and is working
on a logo design.
Rigby said he
wants to have a
schedule by next
year.
They look to organize an open tournament, free-of-charge to
entrants, by spring
break.
The Student Government
Association recently gave $200
to the club after Rigby wrote
them a letter asking them for
$1,500.
"Hopefully, we'll be able to
get involved in the community
more," Osborne said. "After we
get larger, we' 11 be able to do
that."
Adams said he isn't bothered
by the image that is associated
with chess.
"It definitely has a stigma to
it," he said. "But I've never
seen anybody play it and not
really appreciate it once they
actually gave it a chance and
learned it."
The club meets from 7 to 10
p.m. every Thursday in the
basement of Java City.
Anybody is welcome to join,
regardless if you are a student.

ALL NEW ROCK & ROLL SHOW
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

JACKSON BROWNE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6
RUPP ARENA

---

ON SALE
SATURDAY 10AM
concerts west
Tickets can be purch,ased at the Rupp Arena Bo~ Office (859) 233-3535/Ticketmaster (859) 2816644/All Ticketmaster locations:
Krogers , UK Student Center, and Oise Jockey/Tickets can be purchased online atwww.ticketmaster.com
Tickets svt>iect 10 • ~ ,.iw:e c~.a'l!es. Event tm, ane ct•!• are SUl)ject to thaoge.

Reach Ryan McBride at
features@wkuherald.com.

'

GRADUATING SENIORS!
Do You WANT To LEAVE YOUR MARK ON WESTERN?

~GA is now taking applications for
taduates for the Hall of Distinguished Seniors .
•wku.edu/ sga o:c pick up an application in DUC room 130.
plications are due December 15th.

uotable
~"You don't get tired of worshi
i~g G~d.. .. God has given youplife, this world, everythin .
.
world."
g In this
-Abdulle Mohammed-Sheik

diversions

Diversions editor Abbey Brown:
f eatures@wkuhe ra Id. com
Gen. assignments editor Erica Walsh:
herald@wkuherald.com
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Loulsv~~~ freshma~ Abdulle M~hammed-Shelk prays in his Poland Hall room. He said he is one of the few Muslims at Western but wishes there were
more.
od doesn t want anything to entrap you while you're with him," Mohammad-Sheik said.

Many paths
to

od
•

I

Acloser look at religious
diversity on the Hill
STORY BY DEVINN WINKLEMAN
PHOTOS BY PRICE CHAMBERS

College campuses are com- said. "He deserves at least five
monly a breeding ground for times a day. God has given you
diversity, and religion is one way life, this world, everything in this
students have found to mold their world. Why would you not thank
him five times a day?"
own identities.
Some people wonder who
they are, puzzle over their pur- Muslim Student
pose in life and wrestle with other Association
general questions about human
Indian graduate student
existence. For some, religion Ibrahim Faruqi said Islam began
seems to make these answers with Adam and Eve, the first
clearer.
Muslims on Earth.
There are many religions,
Islam, which means "peace"
many different ways of worship. in Arabic, requires a follower to
The prayers, from the East Coast submit to Allah, the same God
to the Middle East, are whispered worshiped by those of the Jewish
in many different languages.
and Christian faiths.
Muslims believe they should
'Islam is peace'
live life according to God's
Abdulle Mohammed-Sheik revealed guidance and the saykneels on a cloth laid out on the ings of Prophet Muhammad, as
floor of his room in Poland Hall. recorded in the Qur' an, Faruqi
He faces the door. His forehead said.
touches the ground. When he
This guidance is codified as
raises his head, he speaks Arabic. the Five Pillars of Islam.
The Louisville freshman,
The first tenet is professing
originally from Somalia, prays there is no God except Allah, and
facing Mecca, a place he used to that Muhammad is his messenvisit every Friday.
.
ger.
"Islam is peace," he said.
The second tenet is praying to
"When you are a Muslim, you Allah five times every day. The
are a peaceful man."
.
third is giving to the poor, and
This is one of the many ttmes generosity in all actions. The
he drops to his knees to pray
fourth is fasting during the month
every day.
of Ramadan. The fifth: a pilgrim"You don't get tired of worage to the holy city of Mecca.
shiping God," Mohammed-Sheik

After a worship service, dinner and a discussion about love and God, Western students
"Get nigh," or close to each other before praying in a circle, holding hands. The student-only
meeting is Monday evenings at the Christ Episcopal Church.

Faruqi said following the
tenets will improve society by
bringing about a state of brotherhood. He always believed in
Islam, he said, but he didn't practice much until he came to
America. Now he practices his
religion daily.

Setting the record
straight
After the Sept. 11 attacks,
Faruqi spends more time trying
to inform others about Islam. He
said the Muslim Student
Association (MSA), organized
by two students and management
and information systems professor Zubair Mohamed, now has
about 50 members.
The group distributes a
newsletter every semester telling
others about the MSA, which
helps dispel some of the misconceptions about Islam, Faruqi said.
He said Islam is not a bad religion. In fact, it's the first religion
that granted rights for women,
including the right to inherit.
Muslims don't fight with nonMuslims, Faruqi said, and they're
not warriors. Islam is a peaceful,
loving religion, just like other
religions.
He said some of the 9-11
bombers were Muslims, but the
reason for the attack is actually

anti-Islamic. He also said people
shouldn't label others because of
race or religion.
"People get carried away by
situations and by other people
who exploit them," Faruqi said.
"You won't label them as Hindu
terrorists, so why is there a special label for Islamic terrorists?
That isn't fair."

Hilltoppers for Christ
Another religion which
endures misunderstanding is
Christianity.
One Christian-based group at
Western is Hilltoppers for Christ.
Brad Carpenter, the group's minister, said the students do more
than just worship on Sundays.
Programs include Bible study,
free meals, devotions, social
activities and church.
Carpenter said the organization doesn't replace traditional
worship for students, but tries to
be like the churches of the First
Century, where people would
gather to build relationships with
each other and Jesus Christ.
Bowling Green senior James
Wright said he researched religion through the study of history
and archeology. He said the Bible
has been consistent with known
facts, leading him to believe in
Christianity.

Bowling Green senior Nathan
McClellan said although he was
raised in a church, he wondered
what else was out there. He
found Christianity to be the most
logical fit for reality as he understood it.
There has always been interest in religion. As the te1To1ist
attacks of 9-11 plague Muslims,
charges of sexual ahuse in the
Catholic church haunt Christians.
Religious issues arc prominent,
and, as Faruqi noted, conect
information is essential.
Wright said Christianity has
gotten a bad rap. He said the idea
that Christianity forces people to
convert is wrong.
"Certainly there were times
when things like that hrokc out,
but compared to other religions,
Christianity rarely forces people
to convert;' Wright said. "In fact,
most Christians would think a
forced conversion is not a true
conversion."
There arc common bonds
with other religions, Carpenter
said. For instance, a shared belief
of Judaism, Christianity and
Islam is that Jesus Christ was a
human being - an actual historical figure.

i

'j•

Reach Devi1111 Winkle111a11 at
features@11•kuherald.c1m1.
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Masculinity saved by basketball game after an afternoon spent at the theater
It's hard to beat the entertainment at a
th r it's the slambasketball game. Whe e
I will
dunks that no one in my gene poo M"m
~
or the dance ="
ever be able to pe 0 ~
e to mention
members who are paymthg m , always a
them in this column, ere s
th b ketball games.
good show at e asth. about the actu1know next to no 1!1g
wheneval sport itself. Likedff:k:=~~burgler
er the guys ~sse s :Ud bob their hands
blow their whistlc.
· f they are calll' rn not sure 1
.
up and down,
ting a conga bne
ing traveling ~r reques
be formed behind ther~~g I shuffled past
Last Satur~ay evem-s le barbed wire
the concentratI_on c:it t~ be separated
and construcuon

along with the other students and herded
into the student gates of Diddle Arena.
That evening our very own Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers got intergalactic
with the Universal All-StarS.
This particular game came with good
timing for my masculinity. Earlier that
Saturday, I attended the ma~ee performance of "A Chorus Line." I did so under
the guise of watching ,a friend's solo ~rformance. In reality, I m a closet musical
fan.
My sensibilities were taken for a
joyride at the theater ... until the end of
the first half. I'm usually way ahea~ of
movies and books in terms of plot twists.
But during "A Chorus Line," I some-

SUPERPICKS
Hollan Holm
how didn't notice that one male character
strutted about in breakaway pants. After
the initial eye-gouging at the sight of this

scarfed wonder ripping off his jogging
pants and revealing a pair of purple hot
pants, I realized that my heterosexual
powers of perception were waning.
The cure to my problems - basketball, in 6 and 7-foot doses.
I entered the arena only to be a little
disappointed with the makeup of the
Universal All-starS. According to the program I stole from underneath the lady in
front of me, the nefarious nine came from
nowhere outside of this solar system.
Because they had no light sabers or acidspitting special moves to back them up
on the court, I almost predicted the 99-59
obliteration Western handed them.
My perceptive powers were returning.

A few rows behind me, a group of
fans ~howcd their dedication to Western
athletics in the time-honored fan tradition
of harassing the other team, and with
good cause.
The spaced out all-star~ had a few
choice words and shady shoves on
Western during the game. It got so had
that Weste111 players rebutted.
The dedication of the fans clad in
black T-shirts that read Gilbert, showed
me what hasketball was all about.
It's not ahout luxury box owner; with

~g~;~~cn~~,~~ ~~~:~~- ;~:~o ~~~le :~~
SEE PICKS PAGE 9
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SAE honors Paddy Murphy
bullet for SAE brother Eliot
Ness.
This is considered "the ultiAt noon yesterday a funeral mate sign of brotherhood," said
passed through campus.
SAE President Tommy Williams.
' At 12:30 p.m. an open casket
honors Murphy by holdwas flanked by men in suits and ingSAE
the procession. The man who
women in dresses in the front has been in the fraternity the
yard of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon longest acts as Murphy and is
fraternity house.
placed in the casket. This year
,. While the hearse, a bag piper that honor went to Williams, a
and the procession of mourners senior from Smyrna, Tenn.
passed by, students going to and
"It was a little uncomfortfrbm class stopped and tried to able," Williams said. "The coffin
figure out what was happening. was open for the ceremony, but
Some pointed and whispered to closed when they were transporttheir friends, others stared, some ing it. And that was a little scary
even saluted. No one, it seemed, then.... Obviously, I've never
kl}ew what was going on.
experienced anything like that
For members of SAE, this before."
mock funeral procession was a
In the past, the ceremony has
way to honor former member ended after the procession
Paddy Murphy. Murphy wa~ a through campus. But this year,
member of SAE during prohibi- SAE lengthened the ceremony by
tion and later an associate of holding a funeral service on the
mobster Al Capone. Murphy is front lawn of their house on
hpnored because, during a gun College Street. Between 25 and
b4ittle, he stepped in and took a 30 SAE members and their little
BY CLARE LOWTHER

Herald reporter

sisters attended the funeral.
SAE got approval from local
police to hold the ceremony
beforehand, but they didn't tell
anyone else about their plans.
"We purposely did it during
class change so people would see
it, and we wouldn't disturb any
classes," Williams said.
The ceremony got plenty of
looks from passers-by.
"Several cars slowed down
and looked at us while we were
out there," said SAE Vice
President Todd Duncan, a senior
from Henderson. "I had a friend
come over after we finished and
say he wa,; sorry and that he hadn't heard about our loss."
This ceremony is an annual
event, held for each of the last 12
years, with the exception of last
year when SAE was on suspension. Other chapters across the
country hold similar ceremonies.
Clare Lowther can be reached
al features@wkuherald.com.

Online note sites: study
guide or plagiarism tool?
few complaints from instructors
regarding plagiarism.
English professor Joe Glaser
"I could count on one hand
has dealt with plagiarism every time a teacher has had a
before.
problem," he said.
Several years ago, one of
Kestler said SparkNotes.com,
Glaser's graduate students which is owned by bookstore
handed in a plagiarized paper chain Barnes & Noble, receives
- it cited copyrighted material about 1,000 compliments from
without using footnotes to doc- teachers for every complaint it
ument sources.
gets.
When Glaser confronted the
"We get tons of endorsestudent, she said it wasn't her ments from teachers," he said.
fault - she bought the paper "Some mention it in their sylfrom a student in Louisville. !abuses. We hope to encourage
She claimed that if she didn't reading and to supplement the
write it, she didn't plagiarize it. learning process."
While most stuSparkNotes, founded in
dents are aware of the
1999 by a group of
more
Harvard seniors,
possible consequences
of turning in plagiahas over 4 million
rizect material, some
registered users
still try to pass off
and gets several
stolen work as their
million hits per
own.
day.
Now, with millions much bigger
Kestler did say
of sites on the Internet
visitors to the site
providing free inforcould potentially
mation, students may
cut and paste their
find the temptation to above and
way to a book
cheat even more allurreport.
ing.
"Anyone cerBut teachers warn
tainly could do
that with the easy
that, but I doubt
access to cheat also Community,"
they'd have suecomes an easier way
cess," he said.
to discover who's
- Justin Kestler "The style we
cheating.
editorial director of write with, it can't
SparkNotes.com,
SparkHotes.com be cut and pasted."
an Internet-based site,
Kestler sees his
refers to itself as "the most pop- site as an online resource to
ular educational Web site in the help students do better, not an
world."
avenue to cheat.
Its extensive study guides
"It's more than a 'Cliff's
and more than 1,100 message Notes' knock-off," he said. "It's
boards allow students to access so much bigger than that. It's a
information on subjects ranging resource - above and beyond
from literature and drama to that, it's a community."
math and astronomy.
Elizabethtown
freshman
While most students use the Cliff Skees said he never turns
information on SparkNotes.com in copied class work. He said
to help them get better grl\des1 a professors' strict policies on
few may use it to cheat.
assignments, such as the
, Justin , Kestler. ~µjtorw .,.1f&jpjrem~,.qf a woria; cited
director of SparkNotes.eorit, I ~f!g"t,l milkeS- -it. tough to get
said his company receives very away with plagiarism.
BY Jo s H Co F FM AN

Herald reporter

"It's
than a 'Cliff's

Notes' knock-

off. It's so

than that. It's
a resource beyond that,
it'S a

Rachel Ezell, a graduate student from Auburn, agrees.
"I think the professors are
very clear about plagiarism,"
she said. "I know someone
who's been warned before (by
an instructor) just because she
didn't cite stuff."
The
Western
Student
Handbook, last updated on July
18, states there are penalties in
place for those who are caught
plagiarizing. It says academic
dishonesty, such as cheating or
plagiarism, can result in a failing grade without allowing the
student to withdraw.
"The academic work of a
student must be his/her own," it
states on page 6. "One must
give any author credit for
source material borrowed from
him/her. To lift content directly
from a source without giving
credit is a flagrant act. To present a borrowed passage without reference to the source after
having changed a few words is
also plagiarism."
The handbook states that
theft or sale of tests is to be
reported to the Office of
Student Life for disciplinary
action.
Glaser, now the Composition
Director of Westem's English
Department, said plagiarism
incidents are usually kept
between the offending student
and the instructor.
He added that the quality of
papers available online is "all
over the lot." Some are good,
others bad.
But Glaser warned that the
Internet doesn't only make it
easier for students to cheat, but
it also makes it easier for teachers to catch them.
"You can usually put three or
four words in a Google search
engine and find the paper," he
said.
I

If

Reach Josh Coffman at
features@wkuherald.com.

FELLOWSHIP OF

CHRISTIAN ATHLETES

IS BACK ON CAMPUS
Join us for our first meeting!
Guest Speaker: Coach Jimmy Feix

Sunday, November 24
@ 6:00

p.m. in DUC Theatre

Santa Delivers 1118
Papa Delivers Ille

182-1888
j;Yfi◄a

J
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1-800-SOPADRE
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Movie review

Bond scores again with 'Die'
Colonel Moon (Will Yun Lee)
and a very angry general who
tortures Bond for 14 months.
A tattered and tired Bond
gets relieved from his torturous
imprisonment, only to find that
he's being exchanged with a
Korean terrorist named Zao
(Rick Yune), who Bond knows
has information about who
betrayed him and why.
Later, National Security
Agency agent Jinx (Halle
Berry) shows up in the flick
and pursues Zao with the help
of James Bond.
Finally, we're introduced to
the Bond villain Gustav
Graves (Toby Stephens), who
has a habit of never sleeping
and likes living his dreams.
It seems that Graves loves
diamonds, so much that he's
been smuggling and selling
them to anyone who can afford
to make a purchase. Once Bond
has this information, he's back
on the British Secret Service
and begins his life, once again,
as James Bond.
But that's only the tip of the
iceberg. There is a much bigger
plot and Graves, Zao and the
traitor are involved.
It's always amazing to
watch a Bond movie and just
observe how resourceful he is.
He can take any bad situation

Grade: A
BY DEVINN
WINKLEMAN

Herald.film critic

IDLLTOPPER BASKETBALL
#19 Western Kentucky vs. Auburn
Sunday, December 1, 2002 2:00pm CST
Gaylord Entertainment Center - Nashville, TN

FREE ADMISSION FOR WKU STUDENTS (with valid ID)
FREE TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM NASHVILLE

Buses will begin loading in the Diddle Arena
parking lot at 10:30am, with departure scheduled
for 11:00am sharp. The Alumni Association will be
holding a pep rally at 12:30 at Rippy's Smokin' Bar
and Grill. The buses will return to Diddle Arena
immediately following the game.

All seating for this game is on the lower level and
WKU. students get.inFREE~-w.ith I ~id WKV
student ID.

1

Again, there is no charge to ride the charter, but
RSVP is required (WKU students only). Call the
WKU Athletic Marketing Office at 745-6048 to
make your reservation. Only 80 spots availablttl
Deadline is Tuesday, Novembetri 261:lt

James Bond is celebrating
his 40th birthday this Friday
with "Die Another Day," the
20th installment of the James
Bond legacy, and it won't disapoint.
Since "Dr. No" came out in
1962, the James Bond series
has enticed the audience with
wonderful plot stories and
twists, special effects, choreographed stunt scenes and the
villains who wanted to take
over the world or some part of
it. The series has the women of
Bond's world, the gadgets and
most importantly the sleek and
divine James Bono.
"Die Another Day" starts
with James Bond (Pierce
Brosnan) trying to settle a score
in North Korea. His mission is
to exchange diamonds for
weapons under a pseudo name,
until the Koreans find out he's
James Bond. After already hiding C4 in the diamonds briefcase and setting it off, Bond
hops a ride on a hovercraft with
the Koreans on his tail.
The chase ends with a dead

av1ngs

o

gular priced items
Open 12-6
"
943 E. 11th Street

·--

842-1800

Is it Time for a Haircut?
Maybell's Downtown Barber Shop

783-4504

Walk-In's Welcome
Cuts only $10.00
Tues-Fri 8:30-5:00 p.m.
Sat 8:00-1:00 p.m.

Congratulations
Justin Bowen

~f~rtions

Thanks to the following individ~~i-~t for complimentary charter b u s ~ tor
WKU students for this ~a.me:

of Pi Kappa Alpha,
sponsored by the sisters of
Alpha Omicron Pi.
2002 Miss-ter Western
Loyally, the sisters of

Integra Bank Brian Sch
Schneider Consulting
Chandler Real Estate &
Pierce, Simpson & Shado

Alpha Gamma Delta
~
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nes .pleas
sga ~ ~ll 745-435
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and escape from it.
The battles were always a L
great part of the franchise. In"
"Die Another Day," while a .,
fight between Bond and one of.,
Graves' henchmen occurs,,
lasers soar every which way,.,
cutting anything they come in ·
contact with. This has Bond,.;
dancing and avoiding the lasers ,;
while trying to knock the bacl.;
guy to his knees.
The Bond franchise alsor
gave the films clever gadget~•l
for Bond to play with. In this-'.J
film, it was a glass shatterin~l
ring and an interestingly invisible car.
•,
Overall, the adrenaline"
pumping film is one of the best<•
James Bond films since, well, •
the 1999 Bond film "The World·'
is Not Enough."
"'
The only problem with this 1 '
movie is that it ended, and '
we'll have to wait for the next
Bond film to come out in tw
to three years. But it'll b
worth the wait to see Brosn
dodge bullets, save the girl an
thwart the villain in the nex
Bond film.
"Die Another Day" premie
tomorrow in theaters nation
wide.

Reach Devinn Winkleman at
features@wkuhe raid. com.

PICKS:

Keep the
shorts long·
COITINUED f11011

Pau 7

-: :

than clap when Patrick Sparb.
puts the opposition through a.'
one-man seminar on style.
~•
It's not about fans who will put '
anything on their head for atten.,.:
tion - hard hats or a{ro wigs. ....
Basketball is all 'about ~ .;
shorts and whether or not they are ·
at the proper length.
"Pull your shorts down!" tM '
girls in Gilbert tees yelled at playZl
er number 5. His shorts were ;
half-millimeter above his knees.
Then they took their message
into the realm of song parodies.
"Who wears short, shorts?"
and "Who let the shorts out?"
were a couple of the soon-to-~I
released singles.
I guess at some point in th
evening Western did some real!
good things on the court; but 1
was too caught up in the momen 1

r

Picks 0' the Week

♦ Head over to Warren Central High School for the 29th
Annual Caveman Barbershol
Chorus Show at 7:30 p.~
Saturday. Michigan Jake will ~
this year's special guests, anl
tickets are $12 and $15.
♦ Groove to the jauy soun
of Waldo and the Mix at .
Cumberland Grille Saturda!
night. Cover is $5 and the sho't
starts at 9 p.m.
•

j

Hollan Holm called He's itf
jail. He didn't leave a number, si1';
cerely "11-ze Guy on the Couch.~
Smoke him with an e-mail it
lwllanho/m@hotmail.co,1L

. . ·- ~~~~--~-~-:"--------------...----------------··················----~---~----·. . -- --- --◄-
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A CHO ICE.

winning percentage. Budke
has plenty of weapons to use
when the Lady Techsters
storm Diddle Arena at 7 p.m.
Saturday to open Western's
season.
"I don't think these preseason rankings tend to let you in
on important information,"
Lady Topper coach Mary
Taylor Cowles said. "I don't
think (Budke) is going to
change a whole lot."
In La Tech's opener, Cheryl
Ford grabbed 14 rebounds and
tallied 25 points in 37 minutes
against Texas Tech. She was
one of four Lady Techsters
that scored in double figures.
La Tech scored 112 points
in its last exhibition game
against
the
Basketball
Travelers. Cowles says 79 of
those came in the paint.
"Every day, we're trying to
continue our game preparation
making sure there are no questions left, and fine tune what
we have already. done on
offense and defense," Cowles
said.
She also noted that her
squad has to limit transition
baskets and take care of the
ball offensively.
The Lady Toppers can,
afford to give the Lady
Techsters the outside shot,
Cowles. said, since they
haven't proven great shooting
ability. The Lady Techsters
went 2-for-4 from three-point
land against Texas Tech.
"Their whole game is to
take it to the basket in penetration," Cowles said. "They've
yet to prove what they can do
ftom the three-point •line. If
the money was on the table,
we'd rather them take the
three-point shot than give
them a shot down low."

Greenview Regional Hospital is a provider in the Anthem BlueCross
BlueShield plan. And if you work at Western Kentucky University, that's really
good news. Because you now have the freedom to choose one of the area's
premier healthcare facilities. A facility that includes one of the few recognized
Chest Pain Centers in this part of Kentucky.
Greenview also offers comprehensive orthopaedic care, Women's Services
and outstanding surgical services. And we're backed by the resources of the
entire TriStar Health System and its 2,600-member physician network.
Now that you finally have a hospital choice, make it count - Greenview
Regional Hospital. For more information, call Tri Star Medline at 800-242-5662
or visit TriStarHealth.com.

I
1801 Ashley Circle, Bowling Green, KY

11m,1SmRHF.AlTH w~.

42104 • GreenviewHos pital. co m

Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com.

...................
Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

...................

FOR RENT

SPRING BREAK

Close to campus 1 bdrm. apt.
$275-$300 month. Lease and
deposit ;required 846-2397.

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From $429!
Free Breakfast, Dinners &
Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida Vacations from
$149 ! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

...................
...................

ONE CHECK PAYS IT ALL!!
All utilities included and
only minutes to campus.
New carpet, on -site laundry,
lot of space & big rooms.
One bedroom house 5 milesy
from Western. Utilities furPre-lease today for
nished except electric $400/mo.
January move in.
plus deposit (270)777-3407
1 BR $459; 2 BR $549
Call now 781-5471.

...................

...................

Only one 4 bdrm left!
Adjacent to campus. All
appliances including washer &
dryer. CALL SIMS REALTY.
842-7919.

...................

Close to campus. 3 bdrm,
2 bath. Large kitchen,
laundry room. Carpet,
central heat & air. Deposit
& references required.
$250 per student.
No pets. Call 791-3551.

...................

Partially furnished 1 bdrm apt..
Located@ 1319 College St.
References & deposit required.
No pets. $275 842-4923
or 991-3192.

...................

'"

WKU employees now have

1-2 &3 bedrooms in prime
locations for Dec. and Jan.
move-ins call Amy or John
today for more information .
Chandler Property Management
782-8282

...................

...................

SP!UN( ; BREAK

...................

SPRING BREAK '03
with StudentCity.com!
Air, Hotel, FREE FOOD &
DRINKS and 150% Lowes~
Price Guarantee! REPS
WANTED! Earn 2 FREE
TRIPS, VIP treatment & cash!
Call 1-800-293-1445
or email
sales@studentcity.com!

...................

*** ACT NOW! Guarantee
the best spring break prices!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras.TRAVEL FREE,
Reps Needed, EARN $$$.

Group Discounts for 6+.
1-888-THINKSUN
(1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) /
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

...................

FOR RENT: Secluded, quiet, 2
bdrm garden cottage on College
Street within 2 blocks ofWKU.
All utilities including cable
(except telephone). No smoking
or pets. References required.
$700/mo. Available December1.
••11111
843-3101
U1UnJ111 lll.1111"81flllllulll

...................

MISC

...................

...................
Are you paying too much for
computer repair?
What if I tell you that you can
receive unlimited tech-support
24/7 & earn money for
fixing your computer!
Interested? email :
techsupport@freeautobot.com

...................

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus
Reps Wanted! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

...................

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days
$299! Include Meals, Parties!
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife!
Departs From Florida!
Get Group- Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

...................

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Reps travel for FREE! Lowest
Price Guarantee! Call
1-800-795-4786 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com!

...................

HELP WANTED

...................

I

ATTENTION: Immediate
openings. International
company needs help. Work
from home. PT/FT Full
Training. Bonuses,
Vacations. FREE Info.
www.YourLifelsHere.com
888-574-2236.

...................

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

...................

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

...................

NEEDED: a coordinator for
recreational ministry.
Applicants should have experience in designing and implementing recreational programs. Plan on being
involved in community outreach. Send resume to Christ
United Methodist Church
716 Cave Mill Rd.
B.G., KY 42104

...................

F

HELP WANTED
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dales are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) ~23-3238, or visit
www.campusfundra1ser.com

LAW CLERK
Year round part-time position available at
local law office; perfect for WKU student.
Must be willing to work a minimum of 20 hours
per week. Send resume and transcript to:
Law Firm of Flora Templeton Stuart,
607 E 10th Ave., Bowling Green, KY 42101
or Fax to 782-1451.

The right job
experience
means everything!
Gain valuable experience and class credit in a
corp~rate setting with Camping World as an intern or Co-op.
Camping World has been leading the industry since 1966 and
continues to grow in to new markets nationwide.

The following part-time, year-round position is now available:
Marketing • Online Co-op
You will enj_oy exposure to a successful business environment,· the
OPP?rtunity for increased hours during summer months, and a
bu~iness-casual_ dres~ code: We offer flexible scheduling and
part-ti11!e benefits including paid holidays and vacations, merchandise discounts, regular performance reviews and more.
For a current 11st of job opportunities, see our website at:

www.camplngworld,com
Apply online or in person:

C~MPING weRLn
650 Three Springs Road
Bowling Green, KY 42104
email your resume: jobs@campingworld.co
Fax (270) 781-8885

,.
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tM~T".-edo,
2945 Scottsville Road

781-1566
20% Retail With WKU ID

We_ are now offering a special
discount for student group
organizations! Tuxedos starting

-$2s.oo! r
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TOPS: Felton says opener just another game
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAS"

"We're definite underdogs.
Nobody
expects
Western
Kentucky to win that game,"
Western coach Dennis Felton
said. 'There's not much reason to
expect us to win that game.
Obviously the team has to play
and has their own ideas going into
the game. But nobody outside of
our locker room, I think, realistically expects us to win."
Arizona is ranked No. l in
every major preseason poll, has

two Naismith Award candidates
(Luke Walton and Jason Gardner)
and is considered a favorite to win
it all. Western is No. 19 in the
Associated Press poll and No. 23
in the ESPN/USA Today coaches
poll.
"Obviously, we are going to
do our best to be ready," Felton
said. "You never know sometimes
until the ball is thrown up. It's the
first game of the season, and we
work like we always work to get
ready for a season. I believe we'll
be prepared."

That preparation has included to discount Western, Felton
the Toppers' two exhibition remains mum about what a potengames - games in which Felton tial victory over the No. I team
has seen vast improvement, and could do for his program.
not just on the score"It would mean we
board.
were l ~. gotten off to a
"I thought we made a
The game successful start and have
good jump from the first
about 30 more games to
game to the second will be tele- play," Felton said. "It's
game," Felton said. 'The
at one game. One game on
obvious thing would be
your schedule of a lot of
locally games.
the way we shot the ball, 3
It doesn't win us
but I don't know if that
any championships.
onWKYUwas as big of a deal as
"I'd rather be in a posisome other areas. We PBSthrough tion like Arizona is, where
were going to shoot the
nobody expects you to
ball better just because
lose. We're uying to get to
we were better rested."
where Arizona is."
With center Chris Marcus still
Sull, if Arizona were ever ripe
recovering from his foot surgery, for an upset, it's now. Senior forWestern will bring a shorter, ward Luke Walton and sophoquicker lineup into Tucson. But more guard Salim Stoudamire are
Arizona coach Lute Olsen is still nursing ankle injuries and sat out
leary of the Toppers.
the Wildcats' exhibition opener
"He brings a different thing to against the EA Sport~ All-Stars.
the floor, but I think they were I8- Both practiced this week and
2 la~t season without him," Olsen should play Saturday.
said at his weekly press confer"We know we have a good
ence. "(Assistant coach) Rodney basketball team that has some
Tention has the scout on them, strong leaders and a great coach,
and he said that they are more dif- and that's what we have to conficult to defend without him centrate on," senior forward
because of the flexibility and David Boyden said. "We are
because guys can step out and excited more than anything about
create problems out on the court." being able to play on that stage.
But while Olsen is careful not But you better believe that we are
going to play hard and put ourselves in a position to win the
game."

vised
p.m.

the HSSN.

Kappa Delta would like to Congratulate our newly elected council:

President
Susan Hoehn
Treasurer
Sarah Hogge
Assistant Treasurer
Sara Hartley
Public Relations
Kristin Hartley
Standards

New Member
Education
Amelia Farmer
Membershi12
Cary Fisher
Panhcllenic
Erica Atkins
Secretary
Laura Beth Hanson
Love &AOT.

Reach Kyle Highlower at
sports@wkuherald.com

COLLAPSE:

Denver
•
awaits
favorite
Cerr11ur o F10 • B

r. i

Pt &E

the Lady Toppers find themselves in the same position as a
year ago. Boasting a perfect 14-0
Sun Belt record and riding a 16game overall winning streak,
Western will once again be the
heavy favorite to take home the
crown, and with it, an automatic
bid to the NCAA Tournament
With past failures behind him,
Hudson looks at his first-round
pairing with Denver cautiously.
"Denver is hot right now,"
Hudson said "Denver was not a
team people were even considering for the
tournament,
and
won
four of their
past five to
they
back door
their way
into the tourhot
nament We
are a better
right
team than
they are, but

"We are a
betterteam
than

are, but tliey
are a
eam
now."

I:

they are a - Travis Hudson
hot team
right now."
~ coach
On paper, a rematch between
Western and New Mexico
State in Saturday's championship match looks certain.
But Hudson will tell you,
nothing is certain come tournament time.
On Oct. 18 in Las Cruces, the
Lady Toppers battled back from
a 2-0 deficit to upend the Aggies
in front of their rowdy home
crowd.
Western freshman Crystal
Towler, Sun Belt Player of the
Weck, wasn't around for the pa,t
two disasters. She looks at this
weekend in a positive light
"I think we are going to play
good," the talented newcomer
said. "I think we are playing really good right now, and playing
very well as a team."
Ironically, this season's Sun
Belt tournament will be played
on the home floor of last season's
spoiler, FlU. But the Golden
Panthers finished this season in
the basement of the East
Division and were left out of the
tournament.

Lady Tops take honors
Western cleaned up at the Sun
Belt's annual banquet last night.
Hudson was named Coach of the
Year, joined by Player of the
Year, senior setter Sara Noe and
Defensive Player of the Year,
junior libero Tracy May.
Sophomore hitter Amanda Schiff
also made the All-Sun Belt fin,t

team.
Reach Michael Casagrande at
spo11S@wkuherald.co11L

Contact:

Notable
• Western volleyball hasn't won a
conference tournament title in its
21-year history. The Lady Tops
lost the last two years, despite
consecutive regular-season titles..

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Lady Tops try
to avoid collapse
BY MICHAEL
CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Seconds after winning at Southern Illinois Saturday, Western players march on the field to greet their opponents.
Western will find out Sunday whether it will advance to the I-AA playoffs.

Football

For volleyball coach Travis
Hudson, its deja vu all over
again.
The eight-year veteran will
lead his team into the Sun Belt
Conference Tournament today as
East Division champions for the
third time in as many seasons.
When the Lady Toppers (304) hit the floor at noon against
Denver (7-18), they will try to
erase the memories of past postseason collapses.
In 2000, Western entered its
Sun Belt first-round match-up
with host New Orleans toting its
best Sun Belt record ever (13-3).
In the manner of the Boston Red
Sox and the Buffalo Bills, the
Lady Toppers choked.
The Privateers dominated
Western in three games, sending
the Lady Toppers home from the

Big Easy with a Sun Belt hangover.
But it was last season that held
the most promise for a Western
volleyball program long overdue.
In the 21-year history of volleyball on the Hill, the Lady Toppers
had never tasted postseason success.
Touting a trio of talented
senior hitters, Western seemed
destined in Denver to capture its
first piece of tournament hardware. After breezing through the
first two rounds of the conference
tournament, the Lady Toppers
entered the title game as a heavy
favorite over Florida International.
Then mighty Casey struck
out.
Western once again returned
empty-handed, and this· time,
with a Mile-High hangover.
Fast-forward 370 days, and
SEE COLLAPSE PAGE
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Toppers play waiting game
"If our conference is the conference that I
believe it is," head coach Jack Harbaugh
said, ''the champion should go somewhere."
For the Western football team, there's no
Tony Moss, executive director of I-AA
debate. When the I-AA playoff pairings are football, writes a weekly column about I-AA
released Sunday, it should be a foregone con- football on www.sportsnetwork.com.
clusion that the Toppers will be jn.
"I have them at No. 14 in the list of prob"Deserve?" senior offensive lineman able playoff teams," Moss said. ''I don't see
Chris Price asked. 'That's not even a word. I
a lot of teams that could
think we should be there without
overtake them, though if
question."
"Deserve?
crazy things happen in the
That's what the selection comOVC, Patriot, Big Sky,
That's
not
even
mittee will have to decide by
MEAC, and A-10, that could
Sunday. There are valid arguments
change."
on both sides as to whether
In those conferences,
Western will be battling frostbite or
- Chris Price Moss has six teams listed
dumbbells nextweek.
" •
senior offensive lineman ahead of Western in his latest
'Ibe playoff pairings will be
rankings. And there is no
announced at noon on ESPNews.
limit on the number of teams
Of the I6 teams that make the
from a given conference.
playoffs, eight receive automatic bids. The
On the other side of the strength-ofother eight make it via an at-large bid. Those schedule coin are the lesser teams Western
teams are selected based on' schedule has played, like Division II Kentucky State
strength, win-loss record and those who have and upstart program Florida International.
played Division I teams.
'They should get in over (Big Sky memSome say the No. 15 Toppers played one ber) Idaho State at 8-3 and (Southland memof the toughest I-AA schedules in the coun- ber) Northwestern State at 9-3," Moss said,
try. Road games at I-A No. 10 Kansas State of Western's chances. 'Toe season-ending
and I-AA No. 1 McNeese State support an win streak is a notch in their favor, as well."
at-large bid, as does finishing 6-1 in the
After losing to co-conference champion
Gateway, arguably the strongest I-AA con- Western Illinois 14-0 on Sept. 14 in Bowling
ference.
Green, the playoffs seemed merely a dream.
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter

a word."

Then the Toppers reeled off six straight
wins. 1\vo of those came against top-11
teams. At the time, the 31-12 win over thenNo. 6 Northern Iowa on the road, looked
huge. But since that game, the Panthers have
dropped four of six and as a result dropped
out of the Top 25.
Price said Western has the kind of players
that deserve a national stage, players like
linebacker Sherrod Coates and fullback
Jeremi Johnson, who have been scouted by
teams from the National Football League.
"We got great players on our team," Price
said. ''We got people who deserve to be
looked at. And for us to be looked at, we've
got to get to the next level."
If they do make it in, Western will probably play at No. 2 Eastern Illinois or at No. 3
Georgia Southern because of regional
matchups.
When Western played Furman last year, it
was the last team selected.
'That really scared us," Price said. "But
we feel real confident that with (the Southern
Illinois win), that this fills the gap that people
had."
But for the next two-and-a-half days,
Western will have to wait, hoping it made
that case.
Reach Keith Farner at
sports@wkuherald.com

Price Chambers/Herald
Senior Lady Topper Shala Reese drives to
the basket against the Houston Jaguars on
Nov. 9th at Diddle Arena.
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Ball State could be biggest challenge yet
BY JOSH BUCKMAN

Herald reporter
The men and women of Westem's

l

lff2:;!;:~~, ·f
~'1:i~th •"No~
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Bai

~rs'
come
i~Jitdefeated in dual me~ts
. The
Gl:y'Cardinals are 7, 1 9n-the~.
"Soth men ancl. women arct,.·~ng to
have a tough meet. We're going tli:.li;lve to
~ i!,aU11:be&t for¥4rpfthem,''.,~ .
l ~ ·11 tP~ "!},~ S~t~
:a ~
good ~et." ·
.~
ate has a tough breasts~ in- ·
th, who holds the school record
i.o the 200-yard weast and had the squad's

best time last year in the 100-yard breast.
The men also are strong in the butterfly,
sprints and diving.
"I've never heard of them before, and
whenever they say they're undefeated (in
dual meets), that makes it worse, because
you don't know what to expect," said
Western freshman Chris Tarter.
One critical point for Western's men is
the hwth of b11ckstroker Gord Veldman.
Veld.man sat out last Saturday's meet
again&.t Cumberland College with a sore
shoulder. He had an MRI yesterday and
his practice this week will be limited.
On ¢e women's side, Ball State h~s a
strong sophomore in Karla Bailey. Last
season, Bailey led the Cardinals with 25
-first-place finishes.

The Lady Toppers will need strong performances in the sprinting and distance
events. But Powell believes Western will
have to compete as a team to beat Ball
State.
"Everybody is going to really have to
perform,'' Powell said. "It's going to be a
team thing, and everybody is going to
have a say-so."
But not everyone is worried about the
Cardinals. Western, after all, seems to
have recent history on its side. When
Western faced the Cardinals last season,
they expected a difficult match but managed to pull the match out rather easily.
Reach Josh Buckman at
sports@wkuherald.com.
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(270) 783-0088

Stiff test awaits

in La Tech opener
BY

J.

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
It's not your father's
Louisiana Tech - or is it?
Coming into the 2002-03 season, the Lady Techsters were
ranked in the middle of the top
25. Good, but not near the caliber
of past teams that used to square
off against the Lady Toppers in
the Sun Belt Conference.
But this year's Lady Toppers
aren't following preseason guidelines. They know Louisiana Tech
was a good basketball team,

returning four starters and a host
of transfers and freshmen.
With the stunning 85-76 upset
of No. 7 Texas Tech in the season
opener, Louisiana Tech busted
into the top 10, moving from a
No. 16 to No. 10 national ranking
in the most recent AP Top-25
Poll.
Suddenly, it doesn't appear to
be an off-year in Ruston, La.
New head coach Kurt Budke
replaced Leon Barmore, the alltime leader in women's basketball
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